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installing microsoft mappoint is easy. while the installation files are not as small as other products
such as open source qgis, it is still fairly large. the simplicity of the installation is its only major
negative. adding the database and some resources such as shapefiles will require a bit of work. this
tutorial will show you how to add a simple point to the database and take advantage of bing to
retrieve a full street address. the sql server 2008 r2 spatial table contains a set of functions to work
with geography data, which are often used in spatial data processing. if youve read the previous topic
i mentioned in this series, we can see the functions it gives us to work with geometries, and it can be
used in the microsoft mappoint application. to build spatial queries with the sql server 2008 r2 spatial
table, you only need to know the functions that build your question or use the included functions to
calculate the answer. the first thing well do is populate a map with a few points of interest. these
points of interest will be the locations of restaurants in the louvre area in paris. the sql server 2008
spatial table is built on top of the r-tree datastore which is built into the sql server 2008 r2 spatial
extensions. these extensions provide us with the dbtype_spatial_ring, which we can use to create a
relationship between the locations of the restaurant and the location of the building. b. similar to the
mappoint na product, mappoint na maps also include eta data for flights within canada. flight etas
should be taken into consideration before accepting a site location, particularly for flights originating
from major canadian cities.
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